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SLM printing for the healthcare industry
SLM is a 3D printing technology which make us of an high
energy laser beam to melt a metallic powder. The controller of
an SLM machine guides the laser beam following the slices of
a 3D CAD file, melting the powder layer after layer until the part
is completed.
The very nature of the process enables to produce high complex geometries with cavities, undercuts and lattice structures
without the limitations typically related to conventional manufacturing.

• Low weight
• Good mechanical stability
• Low heat capacity
• Solvent and acid resistant
• high open porosity
• dust- and particle-free surface
• homogeneous shrinkage
• Absorbtion of the binder into
the pores during the
debindering process
• 9HU\ VPRRWK VXUIDFH ŰQLVK
• Compatibility to Molybdenum,
CFC, RSiC
• Good to very good thermal
shock resistance
• Handling and assembly
with robots possible

Al2O3 ZrO2 LTCC
Dentalceramics

MIM

Surgical implant produced through Powder Bed Fusion Additive Manufacturing
("3dp fusion implant example" by andreaskofner is licensed
under CC BY-SA 2.0)

The topic of adjusting the mechanical properties of SLM printed
parts through heat treatment to meet specific requirements is
particularly relevant today considering that the technology is
becoming increasingly popular for the production of dental prothesis, surgical implants and other components for the healthcare industry.
Selective Laser Melting is not only able to work with the main
go-to materials utilized in the biomedical sector (biomedical
grade stainless steel, cobalt-chromium alloys and titanium alloys) but also allows to create one of a kind medical devices fitted to the patient needs. Moreover, though SLM is possible to
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create very fine and complex lattice structures
that replicate the bone tissue ensuring a high
level of compatibility between the implant and the
human body.

It’s important to note that these requirements are
not specified in respect of the testing direction of
the parts; that means that the isotropy of the mechanical properties, for Ti-6Al-4V surgical implants, is a necessary condition.

Moreover, the continuous heating and rapid cooling cycles that the material undergoes during the
Selective Laser Melting process cause internal
stresses to arise and the formation of fine, hard
and brittle martensitic structure. For that reason,
even though the strength of Ti6Al4V components
produced by SLM is often superior to that of the
same material produced by conventional manufacturing, the material shows a lack of ductility in
the as-built condition and a significant disparity in
the mechanical properties, with an higher tensile
and yield strength along the build direction.
A post-process heat treatment, which is typically
carried out in vacuum furnaces due to the high
reactivity of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy, is then necessary
to improve the tensile elongation and eliminate
the inherent anisotropy.
Titanium AM trabecular structures produced
using Electron Beam Melting
("Additive manufacturing" by oakridgelabnews is
licensed under CC BY 2.0”)
Vacuum Heat treatment of SLM produced implants

The surgical implants industry is regulated by
strict standards; the American ASTM F136-13
(“Standard Specification for Wrought Titanium6Aluminum-4Vanadium Extra Low Interstitial
Alloy for Surgical Implant Applications”) is often
taken as a reference in that sense.

TAV TPH 30-30-45 inside TAV VACUUM FURNACES R&D Laboratory

In view of this, the aim of our work was to invesThe standard set specifications both in terms of tigate the influence of four different vacuum heat
chemical requirements and mechanical proper- treatments on the microstructure and mechanical
ties, more specifically, the following table pre- properties of samples produced by means of
sents the requirements for parts with thickness or SLM technology in Ti6Al4V, in order to design a
diameter comprise between 4.75mm and specific heat treatment capable of meeting the requirements of titanium alloys for biomedical ap44.45mm.
plications.
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Experimentation

Tensile test samples were produced by SISMA
through their Laser Metal Fusion (LMF) technology using a MYSINT100 printer in Argon atmosphere.
The samples were produced with the longitudinal
axis parallel to the printing direction.
All the heat treatments were performed in the
TAV VACUUM FURNACES R&D Laboratory
using our TAV TPH 30-30-45 HP.
This high vacuum furnace is equipped with an allmetal molybdenum hot zone and has the option
of using pressurized argon gas to cool down the
parts.

Results

The microstructure obtained on the samples heat
treated at lower temperature (650°C) is very similar to the one typical of SLMed samples in the
as-built condition, showing the presence of a
martensitic α structure with elongated grains
oriented in the build direction.
For higher temperature heat treatments is it possible to observe the presence of an equilibrium
α+β microstructure, with a percentage of the α
phase increasing with the temperature.

Increasing the temperature up to 950°C also
makes the microstructure obtained after heat
treatment coarser. The grain coarsening effect is
Moreover, the furnace is equipped with a dew further accentuated in treatments with slow coopoint meter to check the gas purity. For these rea- ling ('furnace cooling') compared to treatment
sons, the TAV TPH 30-30-45 HP is well suited to with fast cooling ('air cooling').
heat treat materials that are both carbon and oxi- Tensile tests show a progressive restoration of
gen sensitive such as titanium.
ductility in the specimens, at the expense of tensile strength.
Specimens heat treated at 845°C and 950°C
meet the standard in terms of both percentage
elongation at break and yield strength. For samples treated at 1050 specimens, however, the
yield strength and ultimate tensile strength are
below the minimum prescribed by the standard.
Conclusions

Some important conclusions can be drawn from
this study.

First of all, the tensile test values demonstrated
that, to completely satisfy the ASTM F136-13 requirements, Ti-6Al-4V samples produced via
SLM must be heat treated. In fact, the ductility of
Samples in the furnace hot zone of TAV TPH 30- the samples in the “as-built” condition is below
30-45 before heat treatment
the standard’s requirement.
Furthermore, heat treatment parameters must be
carefully selected to guarantee the desired meThe tensile test specimens were placed vertically chanical properties; indeed, only some of the
inside the furnace and heated in high vacuum heat treatments studied resulted in compliant me(absolute pressure <5x10-4bar) to the selected chanical properties both in terms of elongation at
heat treatment temperature (650, 845, 950 and break and yield strength.
1050°C respectively).
Giulio Rossato, Ali Reza Jam and Massimo PelAfter holding at temperature for 2 hours, the sam- lizzari, University of Trento
ples were cooled with free cooling or pressurized Carlo Lora, SISMA
Argon according to the strategies chosen.
Giorgio Valsecchi, TAV VACUUM FURNACES SpA
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closed-loop 3D printing process, Stratasys will be
able to help its customers scale their shipments
of 3D printed end-use parts while reducing waste
through fewer iterations to improve sustainability.

“It’s been clear to us for some time how much
quality is in Stratasys’ DNA, so we knew joining
STRATASYS ACQUIRES SOFTWARE COM- them would be a great fit,” said Riven founder
PANY RIVEN TO STREAMLINE QUALITY AS- James Page, who will now be a software vice
SURANCE
FOR
PRODUCTION-SCALE president at Stratasys. “Our combined mission is
to ensure that users’ 3D printed reality matches
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
the CAD file each time. By enabling even higher
Riven’s software to be integrated into GrabCAD accuracy, we can open new markets and appliAdditive Manufacturing Platform and harness cations.”
machine learning to help customers print more
Stratasys’ GrabCAD AM Platform enables twoaccurate parts and accelerate parts inspection
way connectivity between 3D printers, additive
The Berkeley, Calif.,-based start-up has been a manufacturing and enterprise applications, and
Stratasys connectivity software partner and its broader Industry 4.0 infrastructure. The open and
cloud-based software solution will now be fully in- enterprise-ready platform brings together Grabtegrated into Stratasys’ GrabCAD® Additive Ma- CAD applications and functionality from GrabSoftware
Partners.
This
allows
nufacturing Platform, benefiting customers using CAD
any Stratasys 3D printer running GrabCAD Print manufacturers to manage their production-scale
additive manufacturing operations across the ensoftware.
tire digital thread, from design through produc“We believe that by identifying state of the art tion.
technology platforms and cultivating them under
the Stratasys umbrella, companies like Riven can
add incremental growth engines to our platform.
By integrating Riven’s offerings into our GrabCAD software platform, we will enable more manufacturing customers to adopt Stratasys
solutions for end-use parts production,” said Stratasys Vice President of Global Software Shaul XJet presented full portfolio of metal and ceSamara. “This important functionality will help en- ramic AM solutions, powered by NPJ™ techsure production-scale parts are 3D printed accu- nology, at Formnext
rately and can be inspected quickly within a
closed-loop additive manufacturing process. The XJet’s Carmel 1400
acquisition of Riven is another example of how solution uses unique
we are working to ensure we are providing our NanoParticle
customers with complete solutions across the en- Jetting™
tire additive manufacturing digital thread.”
Riven’s cloud-based software helps customers
quickly inspect, diagnose, and automatically correct deviations between CAD files and actual
printed parts, resulting in more accurate parts at
a lower overall cost. A new version in testing uses
artificial intelligence to pre-adjust the models automatically. Parts inspection in particular can be a
significant bottleneck in the production process,
in many cases creating delays of weeks or
months. By integrating Riven’s software into a

XJet announces that its focus for Formnext 2022
will be on demonstrating how manufacturers can
achieve automated, environmentally-friendly, and
scalable additive production of high-definition
metal and ceramic parts.
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XJet’s Carmel 1400 solution uses unique NanoParticle Jetting™ (NPJ) powderless technology,
to achieve leading parts of native quality and design complexity, solving industry challenges in
multiple industries. Three green and automated
steps – from file to final part production in metal
and ceramic manufacturing – set new standards
in the growing metal AM market.

using sealed cartridges for materials makes the
Carmel 1400M easy to operate and safe to use.

XJet will also display the next developments in its
range of materials at Formnext, which currently
comprises of 316L stainless steel and, in its ceramic range, zirconia and alumina.
Visitors can see all the latest applications with
these materials in the multiple displays on the
XJet metal system user, Azoth, will be present on stand and are invited to join XJet’s famous ‘senthe stand throughout the show, sharing the sational tour’.
team’s practical experience and knowledge of
working with XJet’s metal AM solution. “We’re
seeing high demand for XJet capabilities,” says
Cody Cochran – Azoth General Manager and CoFounder, “Fine features, high resolution and good
surface finish, right off the printer, which perfectly
complements our expertise in metal manufacturing. The Carmel 1400M system allows us to go MEXICO HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESS 2023
from small volume to full scale manufacturing on May 17, 2023 - QUERETARO the same system, without having to adapt the Info http://metalspain.com/mexico-HT.htm
equipment in the transition to manufacturing.”
Among interesting papers, was “Heat treatments
Offering the best part quality, surface, accuracy for nickel-based superalloys manufactured by adand detail on the market, with no post-machining, ditive manufacturing”
and superior capability for producing complex - Centro Nacional de
parts, XJet will have its Carmel 1400M AM sys- Tecnologías Aeronáuticas
tem running live on stand C01all 12.0 at Formnext, alongside its SMART Station for automated
soluble support removal.
Watch video MEXICO HEAT TREATMENT
CONGRESS 2022
“As crowded at the metal AM sector is, XJet tech- at http://metalspain.com/mexicoTT2022.mp
nology has something truly unique to offer the 18,000 views.
market,” asserts Yair Alcobi, XJet CEO. “Sharp
angles, overhangs, internal cavities are still often
Read full report published in
difficult to achieve with other technologies, but
Heat Treatment magazinebecause of our unique soluble support material
TRATAMIENTOS
TERMIand automated support removal with the SMART
COS
at
Station, these features are no problem for XJet
http://metalspain.com/trataand can be produced repeatedly, reliably and on
mientos-termicos-2022-4.pdf
an industrial scale. Our unique use of material jetting and nanoparticles means we get significantly
finer detail, improved surface finish and thinner
walls than any other metal or ceramic AM technologies.”
Interesante stand
BODYCOTE, proUsing nanoparticles and substantially less binder
veedor líder de
in its process allows XJet to achieve superior maservicios de proceterial density and lower sintering temperatures by
samiento térmico
around 15 percent for stainless steel, saving
en todo el mundo.
energy and subsequently seeing less shrinkage
“La posición única
and deformations as the process moves away
de Bodycote, que
from the melting point of the metal. In addition, descansa sobre nuestra red global, la experienFA - equipos y materiales fabricación aditiva - additive manufacturing
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cia y conocimientos de nuestra gente nos permi- - CQI-9 Estandar de la excelencia técnica en la
ten ofrecerle servicios de calidad, fiabilidad y ren- industria Automotriz
tabilidad excepcionales, sea cual sea el tamaño - FORD MOTOR COMPANY
de su empresa o su sector en el mercado.”
- Efficient Gas Heating of Industrial Furnaces
BODYCOTE presenta una interesante ponencia - WS Thermal Process Technology Inc.
“Nitruración y Procesos Relacionados: Apli- New opportunities and how to invest in Querétaro
caciones y aspectos de Calidad”.
Tax assistance, grants
Muy interesante stand Alpin dedicado a Impre- - Dirección del Desarrollo Sostenible, Mexico
soras 3D y temas de mecanizado. Alpin muestra Industry Queretaro Authority
en su stand su actividad de Máquinas y Servicio
de Impresión 3D en metal que permiten obtener - more to come
inductores de cobre con mejores característiStand US$ 590
cas mejorando la eficiencia.
registration
h t t p : / / m e t a l s p a i n . c o m / m e x i c o - H E AT Papers approved
MEXICO HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESS 2023 TREATMENT-registration.htm
- Evolution of heat treatment markets. Automotive 2004-2022. New techniques 3D metal printing and nano.
- Magazine TRATAMIENTOS TERMICOS
2022

With the benefit of 9 years organizing this
congress in Mexico, The audience is composed
of HIGH LEVEL Heats Treatments clients: professionels of main Heat Treating Shops in all me-
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tals industries ( Automobile, Aerospace, Foundries, Forges, Molds industries etc): VW VOLSKWAGEN, ITP, GENERAL MOTORS, BMW
GROUP, TOYOTA, HONDA, FORD, DAIMLER,
GKN, BODYCOTE, MESSIER- SAFRAN, ARBOMEX, NITROGAS, TREMEC TRANSMISSIONS, DANA GROUP, AAM, TERNIUM,
THYSSENKRUPP, FORJA DE MONTERREY,
GM TOLUCA, FABRICA DE ARMAMIENTOS DE
LA SECRETARIA DE LA DEFENSA NACIONAL,
EATON TRANSMISSIONS, BOSCH, AERNNOVA, INDUX, PROGRESS RAIL SERVICE,
TREMEC, VALEO, UNAQ, GKN, TEMPER DE
GUADALAJARA, FEDERAL-MOGUL AUTOPARTS, AMERICAN AXLE, PROGRESS RAIL
SERVICES, ACERLAN, TOHKEN, IMT, HITCHINER, NEMAK, MARTINREA HONSEL MEXICO,
etc present at previous MEXICO HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESSES.
Watch 21 excellent papers in the video of the
2022 congress ( more than 18,000 views ) at
http://metalspain.com/mexicoTT2022.mp4
You can see the full list of all papers at http:/metalspain.com/mexico-papers-MEXICO-HEAT-TREATMENT-CONGRESS.htm

To present a paper (English or Spanish) at
MEXICO HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESS
2023, May 17th , Querétaro, please send tittle

for approval mexico@metalspain.com

Congress Center and Hotel
HOLIDAY INN Diamante Querétaro

Fray Junipero Serra : 1500-A Anillo Vial Ii Queretaro ,
76140 Mexico
Tel: 01 442 218 51 13 - 01 800 623 20 70

Mail: reservaciones@hiqzdiamante.com.mx

Direct flights to QUERETARO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

The MEXICO FOUNDRY CONGRESS 2023 the
following day same rate, same place.
http://metalspain.com/FUNDICIONmexico.htm
MEXICO HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESS 2023
May 17, 2023 – Querétaro
Info http://metalspain.com/mexico-HT.htm
mexico@metalspain.com
More info about investments in Mexico
http://metalspain.com/2019.htm

2023

In order to be able to use the infrared camera
even at very low temperatures, an electrical heating element is included that switches on automatically at temperatures below +15 °C.
A ventilation fan distributes the warm air evenly
within the housing. This means that the system
New outdoor protective housing from can also be used at temperatures as low as -40
Optris
°C. In warmer areas of use, temperatures up to
+50 °C are possible.
Use infrared cameras under harsh environThe optionally available air purge unit, which
mental conditions
continuously purges the protective window of the
High or very low temperatures, humidity and dust housing with compressed air, ensures that no
- such environmental conditions pose great chal- dust or condensing moisture can collect there.
lenges for electronics. In order to be able to use The infrared camera thus always has optimum visensitive devices without problems, protective sibility and can measure temperatures reliably.
measures are usually necessary. In order to be
able to use the infrared cameras of the PI and Xi
series, for example, even under adverse condi- Optional HD video camera
tions, Optris now offers a new outdoor housing Together with the optional video camera with a
that ensures optimum protection for the sensitive resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels, combined thermal and optical condition monitoring or fire prodevices.
The new housing offers for the first time the pos- tection applications can be ideally implemented.
sibility to integrate an infrared camera and an HD To transfer the images from the infrared camera
video camera together in one compact system. A and the video camera, the USB server, which is
compact USB server is also integrated in the hou- also integrated in the housing, can be used.
sing.
Here, the data from both cameras is combined
into a single stream; transmission then takes
Optional air purge attachment
The new housing complies with protection class place via an Ethernet line. This enables easy inIP66 and can therefore also be used in dusty or tegration of the cameras into existing video
controlsystems.
humid environments without any problems.

Inkbit Vista makes European debut at Now Available: TPU Parts on Demand via HSS
Formnext

We are expanding our HSS On Demand material
portfolio.
From now on, elastic TPU components can also
be purchased via our On Demand Service.

The Vista™ production additive manufacturing
system is set to make its first appearance at
Formnext this November, promising to inspire
show visitors to explore new opportunities in the
Alongside the standard polymer PA12, TPU is
mass production of functional 3D printed parts.
one of the polymers increasingly in demand for
3D printing. With its cushioning properties, the
The dimensional accuracy and production-scale
thermoplastic material has proven itself for dethroughput combined with Inkbit’s range of funccades in the production of shoe soles, it offers imtional materials enable industrial production capact protection and is increasingly used across
pabilities for manufacturers.
industries
Using Vision-Controlled Jetting (VCJ) technology,
the Inkbit Vista™ ensures parts are repeatable
and accurate to the original CAD design by employing closed-loop feedback control throughout
the print.
This contactless process enables Inkbit to develop material families with excellent durability and
performance over time.
Further to that, Inkbit has developed a scalable,
low-labor support removal process based on the
use of wax support material.

This process is easily automated in high production volume environments and enables easy recycling of the support material, contributing to
Inkbit’s low cost-per-part advantage while providing full geometric
freedom and fine feature definition.

Replique to Launch 3D Printing Quality
Tracking Module at Formnext 2022
New module will offer OEMs a digital quality
control over the whole manufacturing process of
each individual part, providing a digital twin of all
produced parts.

On-stand ‘digital warehouse’ will enable visitors
to order and produce free 3D printed parts via
Replique’s encrypted 3D printing platform

Company will showcase new material developments from trusted material partnerships and
Inkbit Co-Founder and CEO Davide Marini is encustomer use cases from the B2B and B2C secthusiastic about exhibiting at Formnext, stating,
tors
"The manufacturing industry is constantly evolving, and additive manufacturing systems like
Replique will use Formnext to launch RSure, an
ours unlock new potential for many industries,
innovative quality tracking module that enables
even for the most demanding applications. We’re
OEMs to track each of their 3D printed parts dithrilled to be leading the way with our breakrectly and ensure that final parts meet necessary
through production technology. We’d like to invite
quality requirements.
all Formnext visitors to the stand to see the printer for themselves.”
RSure allows OEMs to set quality specifications,
undertake a digital inspection and trace parts
being produced via Replique before the part is
FA - equipos y materiales fabricación aditiva - additive manufacturing
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sent to customers. The new module will be on comments “as part of BASF, we know that indusdisplay as part of Replique’s industrial 3D prin- trial companies need standardized and repeatating platform.
ble production processes, especially when it
comes to decentralized manufacturing. With our
RSure will also enable OEMs to include further end-to-end solution we can ensure traceability,
quality checks for service bureaus to undertake while providing repeatable quality and secure enon 3D printed parts, including various certified cryption of 3D printed parts.”
measurements, functional tests and image
upload to the OEM’s digital library on Replique. Replique’s solution works for both B2B and B2C
Via the secure platform, OEMs can access and companies and the use cases presented at
view this information remotely at any time.
Formnext cover just a small range of applications.
Formnext visitors will be able to test Replique’s
encrypted ordering process – which ensures
parts are printed in the required amount and in
the required quality – by ordering a free 3D-printed give-away produced on-stand. This will also
enable an up-close look at the company’s digital
inventory, which enables part designs to be stored, managed, and ordered internally.
Additionally, visitors will be able to hear about individual consumer and industrial customer application projects. These include a recent example
for Alstom involving a doorstopper as the first serial metal part on rolling stock. This was qualified
and manufactured with Forward AM, the BASF
3D Printing Solutions GmbH brand, using the
metal filament Ultrafuse ® 316L.
Max Siebert, co-founder and CEO of Replique

The joint work with H. Gautzsch Company Group
in particular demonstrates the Replique platform’s wide range of possibilities for internal and
external ordering and fulfillment, as does the project with premium home appliance manufacturer,
Miele.
Within the digital inventory, OEMs can choose
quality inspections that should be performed on
the produced part.
Print farm view of the Replique platform: Encryption of print orders assures that the print farm can
only produce parts with requested quality requirements and in the requested amount. All production information is tracked on the Replique
platform.
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About Replique

Replique was founded by BASF employees from
the fields of material science and digitization.
Their idea was to digitize and produce parts on
demand so that they are available anytime and
anywhere. To realize this vision, the team joined
Chemovator GmbH, the internal venture builder
of BASF, in 2020.

Replique provides a secure digital platform that
easily integrates into the existing system landscape (e.g. ERP systems, e-commerce) and enables OEMs to provide parts on-demand to their
customers through a global and decentralized 3D
printing network of more than 60 facilities. As an
end-to-end solution, Replique supports its customers along the entire value chain, including design, technology and material selection, as well as
digital warehousing.

IPSEN with Sidenor, Siemens Gamesa, Bodycote, ICT Industrias Cantabras de Torneado,
Ceit, PASELLO TRATTAMENTI TERMICI SRL,
etc. at SPAIN HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESS
2022.
Video congress https://youtu.be/qJpoDH0yHyU

GEMCO has been engineering and choosing
suppliers of 1,200 Turnkey Foundries/ Die Casters Worldwide, so far, including 3D investments.

ECM present in furnaces for additive. Here
SIAISA stand : attendees Sidenor, Siemens Gamesa, Bodycote, ICT Industrias Cantabras de
Torneado, Ceit, PASELLO TRATTAMENTI TERWatch GEMCO paper at SPAIN FOUNDRY
MICI, etc. at SPAIN HEAT TREATMENT
CONGRESS 2022
CONGRESS 2022
https://youtu.be/cCaPsVgzbD4
Report published in October edition foundry
magazine FUNDIDORES : read at www.metalspain.com/FUNDIDORES-Foundry.html

SPAIN FOUNDRY CONGRESS 2023
21 Sept 2023 – info http://metalspain.com/foundry-bilbao.html

Report published in October edition of heat treatment magazine TRATAMIENTOS TERMICOS :
read http://metalspain.com/TEnglish.html
SPAIN HEAT TREATMENT CONGRESS 2023
Sept 2023 – info http://metalspain.com/heattreatment.htm
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Stratasys will also be showcasing its support for
innovation in urban mobility with a new vehicle
category in the booth.
The working prototype was developed by Stratasys customer nFrontier using both 3D printing
and traditional manufacturing.

STRATASYS TO DEMONSTRATE AUTOMATED POST-PROCESSING CELL FOR ADDIMaterials to drive production growth
TIVE MANUFACTURING AT FORMNEXT
With the goal of enabling manufacturing customers to address new applications with demanStratasys will showcase additive manufacturing
ding requirements faster and more efficiently,
solutions for every stage of the product value
Stratasys has continued to grow its materials
chain at Formnext under the theme “Let’s Talk
ecosystem through new partnerships and thirdManufacturing”. It will include an expanding portparty material options.
folio of materials as well as a the P3 Automated
Production Cell, a demonstration project to imMaterials on show will include Stratasys Preferprove the efficiency of operating fleets of Origin®
red and Validated materials for Stratasys 3D prinOne 3D printers.
ters based on five different 3D printing
technologies: stereolithography, SAF™, FDM®,
Making the future of manufacturing a reality
P3™, and PolyJet™. These include materials
The demonstration project production cell operaprovided by partners such as Arkema/Kimya, Victing in the Stratasys stand (Hall 12.1, D121) is
trex plc, and Covestro.
designed to automate the movement of parts between multiple 3D printers and post-processing
“Over the last two and half years, our focus has
equipment for cleaning, drying and curing. The
expanded from building up our hardware portfogoal is to significantly reduce the labor resources
lio to working with key industry partners to deverequired as 3D printing scales up on the factory
lop a wide-range of use-case-specific solutions.
floor.
These complete solutions encompass hardware,
Advancing Urban Mobility
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software, materials and services that create new business opportunities for our
customers,” says Andy Langfeld, President EMEA at Stratasys.

“We continue to accelerate
cutting-edge developments in
additive manufacturing and
advance our strategy of providing the best and most complete polymer 3D printing
portfolio in the industry.”
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AUTOMOTIVE & AEROSPACE

HIGH PRESSURE DIE CASTING

additive manufacturing part for high pressure
die casting
When we combine the capabilities of Additive
Manufacturing with our unique materials and
state-of-the-art cooling system designs, our AM
high pressure die casting inserts consistently outperform their conventional counterparts.
This results in additional value for our customers
through the reduction of cycle times, improved
tool life and fewer part defects.

We supply a wide array of high performance materials to the aerospace and automotive industries, these include high quality steels for dies and
molds, and special alloys for finished components as well as open and closed die forgings.

We use our many years of expertise in these industries to further develop our additive manufacturing solutions.
In this way, we ensure that our AM products precisely meet customer needs and offer futureproof solutions for both industries.
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Replique Appoints Nick Dinges as Chief Technology Officer

our offering to OEMs.”
“Replique’s model enables the fundamental promise of 3D printing - parts when you need them,
where you need them, in the exact quantity you
need them. Decentralised production using 3D
printing has great cost, design and logistical benefits to OEMs, and as supply chain disruptions
continue, Replique’s proposition becomes increasingly beneficial. I’m excited to be joining the
company at such a pivotal time” adds Dinges.

Replique has
announced
that Nikolas
“ N i c k ”
Dinges has
joined
the
company as
Chief TechMimaki presentará en Formnext 2022 los notanology Offibles beneficios de un nuevo material transpacer.
rente, y la impresión 3D a todo color de extremo
a extremo
As the new
CTO of Re•
La nueva tinta Pure Clear MH-110PCL de
p l i q u e ,
Mimaki ha sido desarrollada para incrementar la
Dinges will be responsible for developing their
precisión de los modelos 3D de alta calidad, y
technology platform which enables OEMs to proaparecerá en las obras del artista posdigital Tavide parts on demand to their customers through
keto Kobayashi.
a fully encrypted, global, and decentralised 3D
•
En el stand, la empresa demostrará en diprinting network.
recto una solución 3D completa, productiva y
rentable para la impresora 3DUJ-2207
As well as strategic development, Dinges will
focus on driving further expansion of the network
of service bureaus and ensuring seamless integration with customers’ existing manufacturing
workflows.
Dinges joins from Hitchhiker, an independent
company providing flight rate management software solutions, where he held the role of CTO.
At Hitchhiker he coordinated the development of
a platform designed to manage bookings with
hundreds of data sources, active in more than 25
countries.
“Nick is a great addition to the management
team, and we’re delighted to have him on board,”
comments Dr. Max Siebert, CEO and Co-Founder of Replique.
“With more than 25 years’ technical, strategic and
product management experience in the creation
of highly
scalable commercial software, we’re
additive-manufacturing@metalspain.com
confident Nick is the right person to further drive

Mimaki Europe tiene previsto mostrar sus últimas
soluciones en Formnext 2022 (15-18 de noviembre, Frankfurt, Alemania). Estas soluciones están
diseñadas para abrir nuevos caminos para los fabricantes de modelos 3D a todo color.
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Mimaki, pionera en la impresión
3D en colores excepcionalmente
precisos y de alta calidad, presentará su última innovación: la tinta
Pure Clear MH-110PCL.

El nuevo material transparente
para la impresión en 3D supone
una mejora en comparación con la
anterior tinta y anula cualquier tinte
amarillo, lo que permitirá a artistas,
diseñadores, arquitectos y profesionales médicos imprimir en 3D
modelos precisos y lograr un modelado transparente.

Al mezclar la tinta MH-110PCL con cualquiera de los más de 10

millones de colores de Mimaki 3DUJ-553, los creadores de modelos
Este nuevo material transparente
3D también podrán crear materiales de colores translúcidos.
MH-110PCL ha sido creado para
su uso con la emblemática máquina de Mimaki, una impresora 3D a todo color Mimaki 3DUJ-2207, también se imprimirá en dicon sistema de curado UV, la 3DUJ-553. Al mez- recto en el stand. Este sistema funciona con el
clar la tinta MH-110PCL con cualquiera de los software basado en la nube 3D Print prep Pro de
más de 10 millones de colores de Mimaki 3DUJ- Mimaki, diseñado para agilizar y optimizar la pro553, los creadores de modelos 3D también po- ducción de modelos 3D con una mayor automatización.
drán crear materiales de colores translúcidos.

Con la intención de simplificar el proceso de impresión 3D, la plataforma de software ayuda al
usuario a preparar y finalizar sus archivos 3D
antes de imprimir.
Este software de última generación basado en
suscripción corrige automáticamente los errores
«Cuando se trata de desarrollar nuestras tecno- de archivo, y optimiza los datos 3D utilizados en
logías, pretendemos constantemente ampliar los el modelado para la impresión en 3D, lo que galímites de las posibilidades, y nuestras solu- rantiza que los objetos finales impresos en 3D
ciones para la impresión 3D no son una excep- sean exactamente iguales a los que se visualición», explica Mark Sollman, director de producto zan en la pantalla.
sénior de Mimaki Europe. «Hemos canalizado
nuestra experiencia en reproducción de color real Los modelos impresos en Mimaki 3DUJ-2207
de alta calidad en estos productos, de forma que luego se terminarán con Mimaki 3DCS-322, una
nuestros clientes puedan abrir nuevos caminos unidad inteligente de eliminación de materiales
en lo que respecta a la producción de modelos de soporte desarrollada en colaboración con AM
3D. Un ejemplo de alguien que está haciendo Solutions.
precisamente esto es el especialista en 3D y re- Esta solución integral no solo mejora y automaconocido artista japonés Taketo Kobayashi. Por tiza el proceso de impresión 3D, sino que lo hace
primera vez se podrá ver en nuestro stand de más asequible.
Formnext una colección de sus vívidas e intrincadas obras, que plasman perfectamente la bel- Su atractiva relación precio-rendimiento está perleza y la creatividad que se pueden lograr mitiendo que más empresarios, fabricantes de
cuando la tecnología innovadora se combina con modelos y diseñadores accedan al mundo creativo de la producción de modelos impresos en 3D
la expresividad artística».
El último sistema de impresión 3D de Mimaki, el a todo color.
Con el desarrollo de sus soluciones 3D, Mimaki
aspira a garantizar esta ampliación de posibilidades creativas para los diseñadores, o una
mayor precisión realista para los sectores médico
y arquitectónico.
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by Cubicure GmbH. This allows the processing
of highly viscous materials in precision 3D printing and thus creates components with unimagi-

MICRO 3D PRINTING WITH HEAT RESISTANT
MATERIAL NOW POSSIBLE

High-performance polymers for use in high-temperature range developed by Cubicure and UpNano for 2PP 3D prin5ng.

A new high-performance polymer with
excep5onal heat resistance is ideally suited for
ultra-precise 2-photon polymeriza5on (2PP) 3D
printing.
This will enable micro-3D printing to meet the
specific requirements of the electrical industry for
the first 5me. This breakthrough in the 3D printing industry is made possible by a successful
collabora5on between two high-tech companies,
Cubicure and UpNano.
The jointly developed material „UpThermo powered by Cubicure“ is available now. It will be exhibited at Formnext in Frankfurt, Germany in
November 2022.

ned material quality. Dr. Robert Gmeiner, CEO of
Cubicure, comments: "Hot Lithography opens up
a wider process window – also for light-polymerizing micro 3D printing. With our technology, polymers can be tailored to their application
purpose and high-temperature-resistant components can also be produced. That was the basis
of our collaboration with UpNano."

TOP VALUE IN HEAT RESISTANCE
The UpThermo material, which is available immediately, is stable up to 300 degrees Celsius
(HDT-B, the test specimens were printed with a
length of 35 mm). This unprecedented value for a
2PP 3D printable material allows it to be used
wherever higher temperatures prevail and maximum precision is required. Components for the
electrical industry, for example, are one of the
possible areas of application for the material.
The prerequisite for this innova5on was the hot
lithography technology developed and patented

Although the printers' applications already include electronics in addition to micro-optics and
biocompatible applications in cell and medical research, the use of 2PP 3D printing in this industry has been limited by the lack of heat resistance
of the printable materials.
The increase of that has now been achieved in
collaboration with Cubicure.
The company already successfully offers an extensive portolio of performance materials: Precision materials, high-temperature materials with
good fire resistance, impact-resistant photopolymers, and elastomer-type materials that are widely used in industry.

Ultra-precise 2PP 3D prin5ng requires special
starting materials. However, until now, these have
not allowed the production of temperature-resistant components with the stability needed, for
example, in the electrical industry or for the production of micro-injec5on molds. With the UpThermo material powered by Cubicure, a
heat-resistant high-performance polymer is now
available for the first time that is suitable for 2PP
3D prin5ng.

UpNano GmbH produces the NanoOne series of
2PP 3D printers, currently the fastest and most
precise printers of their kind, which have their
field of application in industry as well as in research. The ability to print structures with nanometer resolution as well as in centimeter sizes
makes the series extremely desirable and successful.
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MATERIAL MATTERS

The joint material development
of Cubicure and UpNano now
makes it possible to combine the
advantages of hot lithography
with the precision of 2PP 3D
prin5ng.
This allows the scope of micro
3D printing to be extended to
new areas. Existing NanoOne
3D printers can also be retrofiled
with Hot Lithography technology
to produce a wider variety of
components.

Once again, UpNano is leading the pack when it
comes to opening up new applica5on areas for
2PP 3D prin5ng with new materials.
The company has already demonstrated its expertise in materials development in the past with
the introduction of the industry's first black material (UpBlack), an optically translucent material
(UpOpto), and one suitable for printing with living
cells (X Hydrobio)
See contact data in the advert published in the
September edition of the magazine at http://metalspain.com/FA4-2022.pdf

MIM-VAC M™ SERIES 3570
Custom-engineered high temperature, vacuum
controlled atmosphere furnaces designed primarily for 2nd stage binder removal and sintering.

The MIM-Vac M™ is designed specifically for the
Metal Injection Molding Market and is Centorr Vacuum Industries latest offering in a line of custom- The MIM-Vac™ 'M' is designed primarily for 2nd
engineered high temperature vacuum controlled stage binder removal and sintering, and has a
number of design improvements specific for use
atmosphere furnaces.
with MIM Feedstocks. Tight partial pressure
control and even gas flow in conjunction with effective event-based programming and sound retort design allows the entire load to view the
3570 Series Metal Injection Molding
same series of conditions as a function of time.
MIM-VAC™ M Furnaces
This results in consistent microstructures and repeatable carbon control.
Custom-engineered high temperature vacuum /
controlled atmosphere furnaces

Depending on the customer's process requirements, a variety of wax and polymer condensation strategies have been developed, including
Request Quote
vacuum delube/condensation; Sweepgas™, InMIM-Vac M™ SERIES 3570
jectavac™ BRS™, MIM-Vac™ BRS™, and Thermal Incineration. The judicious use of advanced
The MIM-Vac M™ is Centorr/Vacuum Industries
Molybdenum alloys in the hot zone and retort oflatest offering in its line of custom-engineered
fers excellent creep resistance, higher recrystalhigh temperature vacuum / controlled atmoslization temperatures, and longer life.
phere furnaces designed specifically for the Metal
Injection Molding Market.
Our revolutionary new gas-plenum retort has
rows of perforations allowing even gas flow
Following the success of its graphite hot zone Inacross all the work trays and is constructed of
jectavac™ which CVI pioneered in the early
heavy gauge Lanthanated and TZM Molybdenum
1980's for the debind and sinter of parts contaifor low creep operation even at maximum temning 1st and 2nd stage MIM binders, today's
peratures, unlike other retort designs which warp
MIM-Vac™ furnaces are the result of more than
and require replacing after as little as one year.
10 years of experience in MIM technology and
over 25 years debinding and sintering PM parts.
The Modular design offers quick and easy access
to all major furnace components and results in siThe core design is based on Centorr/Vacuum Ingnificantly lower maintenance and repair costs
dustries Workhorse® Metal Hot Zone furnaces,
over the life of the unit.
which have been sold worldwide for the sintering
of powdered metals (with over 300 units in the
Features
field), and the binder removal technology of SinSpecifications
tervac® units developed for the Tungsten CarDocuments
bide industry (with over 600 in use worldwide).
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Features

Cold Wall Vacuum furnace design with stainless steel inner and outer jackets with baffled
water cooling.
Operation to 1650°C. Temperature uniformity
of <+/- 5°C using up to six (6) zones of independent control.
PLC with Industrial Programmable Controller or
PC system using Intellution™ FIX32 HMI software customized by CVI for vacuum furnaces,
with extensive data acquisition; maintenance
screens, and remote operation capabilities.
CVI's patented Sweepgas™ Binder Removal
System consisting of heat traced/insulated debind manifolding, large 'T/P' binder traps with removable
media,
and
high-temperature
easily-cleaned isolation valves.

Two Capacitance Manometers offering full
range reading of system vacuum levels.
Novel Molybdenum retort designed for durability, ease of replacement and low cost. Integral
gas plenum provides for consistent gas flow dynamics and efficient binder removal.
Advanced Molybdenum alloys used in Key
Shields, retort, and heath posts and rails with
heavy-duty Tungsten rod element design.
Operation from partial pressures of 10 - 750
torr in either Argon/Nitrogen, and Hydrogen.
Extensive safeties on the chamber, trap, and
pumping system for managing partial pressures
of Hydrogen gas.
"Modular setup" for full unobstructed access to
chamber, vacuum pumps, and binder trap without
cumbersome panels to remove.
Fast and easy furnace setup on site with one
drop connections for air, water, inert/process
gases and power.
Robust fan cooling system with integrated
water-cooled heat exchanger offering fast cooling
from max temperature to 100°C in under 1 hr with
an empty furnace.

The EBO
debinding
furnace is
specially
engineered to handle the stringent
requirements that come with catalytic
debinding.

The EBO is an ideal solution for binder removal
from mouldings made from BASF Catamold®
Feedstock. These mouldings are commonly
known as green parts. The debinding furnace
reaches a maximum temperature of 150°C and
is available in two sizes: 120 litres (rectangular
usable space 400 mm x 400 mm x 700 mm) and
250 litre (rectangular usable space 500 mm x 500
mm x 1000 mm).

Metal injection moulding (MIM) and Ceramic injection moulding (CIM) is an expanding modern
manufacturing technology. MIM and CIM manufacturing processes comprises of 4 steps: compounding raw material into feedstock, moulding
feedstock to the desired shape creating a green
part, debinding and sintering. Debinding is the
most demanding operation in this process. The
debinding of Catamold® feedstock is performed
catalytically with nitric acid. This process demands precise control of both the temperature
profile and gas pressures.
With the EBO debinding furnace the operator
may choose between a fixed debinding time and
a fully automatic self-detecting debinding. The
automatic adjustment is able to detect the end of

the debinding process and terminates the cycle.
CIM applications are limited to a sample wall
thickness of approximately 4 – 5 mm. The furnace is fitted with safety interlocks to guarantee
operational safety. Operation and visualisation of
the process appears by means of a touchpanel.
The debinding process
The debinding process begins with a Nitrogen
purge in order to reduce the Oxygen content in
the furnace. Once the ideal process temperature
is achieved gaseous nitric acid is purged into the
furnace at a fixed rate.
The Nitrogen gas flow must be maintained higher
than nitric acid gas flow. This is done in order to
prevent the system from forming an explosive
mixture.

In an acidic vapour environment binder is removed from the green parts. This removal is the result of a chemical reaction starting from the
surface moving inside the moulding.
by monitoring the temperature of the EBO’s afterburner.
Debinding rates vary with the particle sizes of the When formaldehyde production has ended binmetal powder and are generally between 1 – 4 der removal is complete.
mm/h. The polymer binder transits directly from
the solid to the nitric acid once a temperature of Once the EBO has detected the binder removal
120 °C is reached.
is complete the acid vapour environment is purged with Nitrogen. The debinding step is finished
The reaction results in formaldehyde formation and the green parts can be transferred to a sinas a by-product. Formaldehyde can be detected tering furnace.

Standard features

Water heated vessel up to 150°C
Dosing and circulation of nitric acid
and Nitrogen
Debinding degree controlled
Certified safety management

The double walled vessel of the EBO debinding
furnace utilizes a water heating system up to
150°C. At low temperatures, the EBO provides
exceptional temperature uniformity.
In addition, a ventilator is also installed at the rear
of the furnace. The ventilator creates gas circulation through the furnace to further improve uniformity. Evaporated nitric acid is uniformly
distributed over the furnace and samples in order
to completely expose green parts during debinding. The gas is preheated by guiding it along the
heated vessel and pulled into the furnace chamber via a fan to flow over the samples for the debinding process.

Mercer Vacuum Components and Services Inc.
has recently received an order for the purchase
of and the upgrade of this vacuum furnace from
a Powder Metals manufacturer.
The system will be installed in the R&D department with some modifications and upgrades to
both the vacuum pumping system and the
control panel.

info@metalspain.com
http://metalspain.com/TEnglish.html

- Max. temperature: 200-2200C
- Capacity: up to 729L
- Max. vacuum: 7x10-4 Pa (0.00000525 Torr)
- Chamber size: Various & Customised
- Insulation: Ceramic fiber / Molybdenum / Graphite
- Uniformity: ± 5C
- Control: PLC or PID auto & programmable
- Accuracy: ± 1C
- For: vacuum sintering / brazing / quenching /
hardening / annealing / tempering, etc.
- Warrenty: One year
Why choose us?

- Manufacturer with 20 years' experience.
prevent opening during the debinding process. A - Best service, fast response
dual stage gas afterburner is installed to combust - Free design for special furnace
all by-products generated during the debinding - Free technical support for lifetime
process. The afterburner's temperature is moni- - Free sample test before buying
tored to detect the end of the debinding process - Satisfied customers from more than 30 countries offer proof of our excellent design, quality
during automatic operation.
What are the details of this vacuum furnace?

and cost efficiency.

Vacuum Sintering Furnace

Small or complex parts are difficult to produce by
casting or machining. Components that require
sintering are often delicate, intricate, and easy to
botch. Vacuum sintering is an efficient way to join
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parts with minimal waste.Vacuum sintering produces consistent, bright parts with no seams,
joints, or fillers. Powdered metal, metal injection
molding, 3D printing, and other similar technologies can benefit greatly from the superior quality
and flexibility of vacuum sintering.
Benefits of a Vacuum Sintering Furnace
Clean, bright parts
Incredible design flexibility
Quick turnaround
Superior quality
Fewer defects
Easy maintenance
Maximum productivity

Temperature and pressure limits can be chosen
during the engineering phase, and controlled manually or automatically during processing.

Vacuum furnaces can be built to perform both debinding and sintering. Combining these processes in one furnace saves time and money. No
part transfer, secondary machinery, or resources
wasted on a repetitive process.

Using Noncontact
Instruments for Temperature
Measurements ?
Vishwas Kale
Managing Director
Vijayesh Instruments Pvt
Ltd, Pune, India
Instrumentation and Process Control
Techniques play a major role. For cost effective way of using process control and
instrumentation, certain basic facts should
be understood and then the refinement in
the process technique may be applied.
For process standardization, accuracy
and repeatability of measurement is required.
For noncontact temperature measurements, Infra Red Instrument is suggested.
In case of infrared pyrometer, the instrument reads the temperature directly using
a heat sensor to detect the heat radiation

Infrared Thermometer reads the temperature directly using a sensor to detect the
heat radiation. When a thermocouple is
installed in a furnace, it really indicates the
temperature at the tip of the thermocouple. It may not detect the changes in the
speed of jobs on a moving conveyor or
the amount of material in the furnace.
An Infrared instrument will measure the
real temperature of the product. As they
do not touch the product, infrared thermometers are ideal for moving targets, because they do not interfere with the
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process. The selection of the correct instrument and the installation are very critical. The right instrument is the one, which
has the shortest wavelength. As one
works with shorter wavelengths, the emissivity of the metal is higher.
Therefore if we use shorter wavelength
instruments, the lowest temperature that
can be measured is limited.
A 1-micron instrument can measure lowest temperature of about 480o C; a 1.6micron instrument can measure lowest to
about 260o C.

high a temperature of the product. It is
possible to correct this with latest technology by measuring the temperature of the
furnace walls or heater, by using a thermocouple or another infrared thermometer.
With software calculations, this reflected
energy is subtracted from the primary instrument.
Economic considerations generally make
choice of another thermocouple more useful.

Another advantage of
using the shortest wavelength instrument is that a
change in emissivity has
least effect on measurement accuracy for such
short wavelength instruments.
For a typical
range of 540o C to 1315o
C, a 1- micron instrument
is the best.

For correct installation,
the first parameter is optical resolution. To find the
spot size of the instrument, we use the following formula: d = D /F
where d is the spot size (
beam ) of the instrument at the target, D is
the distance from the instrument sensor to
the target focal point, F is the focal factor
characteristic of each instrument. This factor is mentioned in the instrument specifications.

At the door where the product leaves the
furnace, it is the hottest part there as the
surrounding area is at a much lesser temperature.

The infrared thermometer instrument sees
only this hot part and it is the best and acWhen measuring product temperatures in- curate temperature measurement.
side a furnace, the infrared thermometer
may see energy from the product and part By just keeping the instrument in clean
of heater energy reflected from the walls. area, or cleaning the lens regularly, they
This may cause the instrument to read too perform for years, as they are quite robust.
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Output from radiation thermometer required?
A simple check list could be:
If yes, cable length from thermometer to
Object to be measured: material, shape converter/transmitter?
and size, surface colour, surface condition, moving or stable, range of tempeINSTRUMENTS
rature, material heated by ?
Specific conditions: Between object and While selecting an instrument and a systhermometer –Is there any flame? Steam? tem, consideration should be for:
Dust? Smoke?
1.
Accuracy
2.
Reliability: MTBF i.e mean time faiDistance between object and thermome- lures and MTTR i.e mean time to repair
3.
Redundancy: i.e to provide an alterter – how many meters?
Is there any high temperature source like nate element if the first fails
heater near the object?
4.
Trustworthiness
Is the measurement through any window? 5.
Human factors such as ergonomics,
If yes,size of window, where it is located ? instrument layouts
6.
Standardization of hardware
what is the material of glass?
7
Most important: instrument specifiSurrounding conditions?
cations
ambient temperature?
ambient humidity?
Info at sales@vijayesh.net or with contact
any electrical noise?
data on the advert below

PIEZAS SUCIAS Y LOS DIVERSOS
COMPONENTES INDUSTRIALES
Que debido a su mecanización, transfor-

mación,,o manipulación puedan tener sus
superficies sucias o impregnadas con diferentes tipos de residuos, como pueden
ser: Aceites, Virutas, Grasas, Óxidos,
Pastas, Pintura, Desmoldeantes,.. etc.
ESTOS TIPOS DE RESIDUOS, SI NO
SE ELIMINAN PUEDEN GENERAR MUCHOS PROBLEMAS.
Elimínelos, aplicando alguno de los diferentes tratamientos ya existentes, con el
fin de conseguir una correcta limpieza
para cada uno de los diversos tipos de
piezas que Uds. tengan que tratar .
Con Bautermic podrán escoger conjun-

additive-manufacturing@metalspain.com
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tamente el tipo de maquina más adecuada para cada una de sus necesidades
especificas
BAUTERMIC, S.A.. Es una empresa que
esta especializada en fabricar este tipo
de máquinas, para Lavar y Desengrasar.
todo tipo de piezas industriales maquinas que además pueden efectuar otros
variados tratamientos superficiales, como

pueden ser : Decapar – Pasivar – Fosfatar – Secar - Aceitar…. Está empresa
puede ofrecerles las mejores soluciónes.
Más información BAUTERMIC : ver anuncios en la GUIA DE PROVEEDORES en
las revistas TRATAMIENTOS TERMICOS
y FUNDIDORES en http://metalspain.com

Any question ?
email

additive-manufacturing@metalspain.com

Read magazines
at
http://metalspain.com/additive-manufacturin
g.htm
Leer las revistas
en
http://metalspain.com/fa-fabricacion-aditiva.ht
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